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Abstract--We consider finite energy solutions of the perturbed wave equation with "'impurities" which 
depend upon space and time: ~u + q(x, t)u = 0 with x E E", t ~ ~ in the case n = odd >_- 3. We 
prove that under suitable assumptions on the potential q(x, t), the scattering operator exist and we analyse 
some of its properties. Finally, we present a uniqueness result on an inverse scattering problem associated 
to the above equation in the case n = 3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work we shall consider finite-energy solutions of perturbed wave equations by certain 
"impurities" which depend upon both position and time. Our model equation will be 
Flu + q(x,t)u = 0 inR" x R (1.1) 
Here [] denotes the d'Alembertian operator, i.e. [] = 02/c9t 2 - A ,  where/h is the Laplacian 
operator. We shall consider only the case when the space dimension is greater than or equal 
to 3. 
We prove that under suitable assumptions on q(x, t) then the scattering operator S associated 
with Eq. (1.1) exist. This means, roughly, that given a finite-energy solution u of (1.1) there 
exists two solutions u+ and u_ of the free-wave quation (i.e. []u--_ = 0) such that u - u_- ~ 0 
in energy norm as t ---'- +- x. We also discuss some properties of the scattering operator. Finally, 
in Sec. 4 we present as an application of the previous ection, a uniqueness result for the inverse 
scattering problem in the important physical case n = 3. 
Although the results presented here are not surprising, the techniques involved are quite 
delicate. For example, we needed to find precise conditions on q such that the local energy 
associated with Eq. (1.1) is integrable as a function of time. We suspect hat the same result 
should be true under less restrictive assumptions on q but have not succeeded in proving it. 
This paper owes much of its existence to the important work of J. Cooper and W. A. 
Strauss, who in the late 1970s developed a time-dependent approach, which extends the Lax- 
Phillips' theory[l] for the case of wave equations outside a moving body (see [2-4]). The 
techniques we use are quite elementary. In order to avoid ambiguities in the notation we opted 
for pairs of functions (see Lemmas 3.2-3.4 and Theorem 3.5) only for convenience. Our 
assumption  = odd - 3 is used heavily because the Huygens' principle holds in this case for 
the free-wave quation. We shall use the standard notation: denote by grad u the gradient of u 
with respect o space variables. Let F : R" .-o R" be a smooth field. We shall denote by div F 
the divergence of F with respect o the space variables. By C~(R") we denote the space of all 
C ~ functions defined on R", with compact support. We shall always assume that q is smooth 
enough in order to have smooth solutions of Eq. (1.1). Since (1.I) is reversible in time, we 
shall state and perform the estimates only for t -> 0 and the same will be true for t -< 0. Most 
of the lemmas in the subsequent sections are proved only for the case in which the initial data 
at t = 0 for (1.1) is in C~(R"). By a standard approximation procedure, the same conclusion 
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will be true for finite-energy solutions. All functions considered in this work will be real valued. 
Various positive constants will be denoted by C and they may vary, from line to line. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let us denote by/qo the completion of the set of pairs f = (f~, f : )  where f~ and f_, belong 
to C~(R"), with respect o the norm 
, I fR [Igrad f,I z - if'_,-] cLr. Ilfl[~., = ~ , ' I" 
Let v = v(x, t) be the solution of the free-wave quation ~v = 0 in R ° x R" with initial data 
f = (f~, f : )  ~ C~(R") x C~(R"). The mapping (f~, f : )  --, (v, v~) at time t is denoted by 
Uo(t), which is the solution operator on Ho. Let q = q(x. t) be a real-valued smooth function 
which is non-negative. We will be interested mainly in the case in which q has compact support 
in x for each t. Most of the lemmas will be proven under more general assumptions on q, but 
for the main result, namely the existence of the scattering operator, we shall require this 
assumption. For each fixed t let H~ = HL(t) be the completion of the set of pairs g = (g~, 
g:), where g~, g_, E Ca(R") x Ca(R") with respect o the norm: 
l I~ [igrad g,I 2 ÷ Ig:l: - q(x. t)[g,I z] d.v. {[gllH, = ~ , 
Throughout he entire paper we shall always assume that the space dimension n is greater than 
or equal to 3. 
LEMMA 2.1 
Let q : R" x R ~ R, q -> 0. Suppose that Ilqtl,~ = sup q(x, t) -< C < + :¢ and there exists 
x~R" 
t~_R 
N, M > 0 such that q(x, t) <- Mlxl-: for all Ix I -> N; then the norms II I1,~,, and II I1< are equivalent. 
Proof. Since q -> 0 it is enough to prove that there exists a positive constant C' such that 
fa q(x, t)O"(x) dx <-- d fv ,grad Ol'- dx (2.1) 
for all 0 E C~(R"). The integral on the left-hand side of (2.1) can be broken in two pieces. 
The first one can be estimated by using H61der's inequality and then Sobolev's inequality: 
( q& 'dx  -< [[qH~  02 d.r <- Cllqlldl+"~ .... 211.r' ~.V) 
L 
-< CHqlldlgrad OIl~_:,.v,- (2.2) 
The second integral can be estimated by using Hardy's inequality, which says that 
f,+:,x, ~d.r  s _ ._~]gradO]-'dx 
for all tb E C~(R") (see, for example, R. Courant and D. Hilbert[5]. p. 446). Thus 
qO: d_r <- M - -  < M dx -- M {grad 0]". (2.3) 
3,_ - ,  I x l :  - . 
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Using (2.2) and (2.3), we conclude (2.1) with 
d = C!lqlt= ÷ M 
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In the following lemma a central role is played by the multiplier M[u] used by J. Cooper and 
W. Strauss for a related problem[2]. 
LEMMA 2.2 
Let g ~ C-'(R ") be a radial function. Let u = u(x, t) and q(x, t) be smooth functions. 
Define 
M[u] = u, + gu, + - -  
(n - 1) 
2r 
gu; 
then M[u][[-qu + qu] can be written as 
OA 
M[u l [Du + qu] = - -  + div B + D, 
Ot 
(2.4) 
where 
n - 1 ) 
A = e(u) + gu, u, + 2"----~u , 
B = -M[u]  grad u + ~ [{grad ul-" - Ur] + 4r: g '  - 
xg 
xu: + 2--rr qua'' 
- -  t 1 (n 1) g,, + + + 
+ 4r ~_ q' g'q 2 gq" J" 
Here, we denote 
1 X 
e(u) = ~ [u, + Igrad ur- + qu'-l, r = Isl and u, = - • grad u. 
- r 
Proof. A direct calculation shows that 
d 1 
u,[[]u + qu] = ~ e(u) - ~_ q,u 2 - div 06 grad u) (2.5) 
and 
[ U, ÷ - -  [ ~r u [f--]u + qu] = ~ gu, u, + ~_r  u - gu, u,, 
+ -2 -57-  "'  - ga .  ,,. ÷ -2 -57-  " + g " '  ÷ _--57---r ~' 
qu (2.6) 
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Now, we use the elementary identities 
) (n - l) , t 
div xg u~ = gu,u, + - - g u t  + u~g' (2.7) 
\2 r  2r 2 " 
div ]grad u] z = ( Ou + --]grad u]'-, (2.8) 
- = \Oxd, 2r 
div gradu ur + ~ u  g = g ur + 2----7--u Au + u, + ~ u  g 'u ,  
+ 2-----~g Igrad u{ 2 + g ~ \Oxj/, r 2r z guu,, (2.9) 
)=1 
) ) '  div(g~rr,gradul 2 = gd iv (~r lg radu  P + 21gradul- ' ,  (2.[0) 
()  , (n - 1) g' div Xgu7 - - -  gu~ + guru. + -Tu~, (2.11) 
\2 r  2r . 
div = qgUUr + 2-----~ gqu" + ~ u2q~ + 2 qu'. (2.12) 
+ 2--7--- uu~ g' - + 4----7-- g''u2' (2.13) 
which hold for all r > 0 and t ~ R. Adding (2.5) and (2.6) followed by substitution of identities 
(2.7)-(2.13), we conclude the proof of the lemma. 
Now we shall choose some convenient functions g to conclude some useful facts about 
the solutions of (1.1). Let g = g(lx]) be a smooth radial function satisfying the following 
conditions: (1) g > 0, (2) g" < 0, and (3) there exist 0 < a < I such that 0 < rg' <- g <- a < l 
for all r >- 0. For example, one such choice could be g(r) = ( 1 + r)/(3 + 2r) with ½ < ct < 1. 
LEMMA 2.3 
Let us choose g as above and q : R n × R ---, R be a smooth function such that q >- 0 and 
q ,+ 
2r'- 2~ g 
for all Ix[ = r > 0 and t E R. Let u = u(x, t) be a solution of (1.1) with initial data in C~(P,") 
at time t = O. Suppose that there exists a constant R > 0 such that g'(R) • 0: then the local 
energy Ee[t] is integrable, i.e. 
where 
fo  Ee[t] dt < + z¢ 
f 1 ER[tl = e(u) dx and e(u) = -~ [u~ + ]grad ,tl-" + q(x, t),,-']. 
Proof. We can rewrite A given in Lemma 2.2 as 
[ ( (n - l )  ) (n -  l) (,z- 1): ] 
A = (1 - g) e(,,) + g e(u) + u, ur + 2-7--u + 2----7-uu" + T t'2 
( (n- 1______2 ) ( , , - l ) . .  (n- 1)(,z-3) 
+ div -x  4r: gtt'- + 4t'-------7~ g tt" + 8r 2 gu 2, (2.14) 
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because 
d" {x(n -  1) ) (n -  l)'- 
lvt  4~, gu2 -- ~r_, 
(n - l)(n - 3) 
- - g u  2 + 8r 2 g u2 
(n -  1) (n -  1) + ~ g'u'- + 
4r 2r gtlur. 
Next, we observe that 
u, + 2--'-7- = • grad u + 2----~ UUr + 8r'--------7-- " 
Thus 
( ) 1 I (n - l )  u"  1 ,  1 1 (n - 1) < ~ + u; < Igradul'- + u~ 
"4- Ur -.~- T t `  [,lt __ - ~ Ur dt - 2r 2 - 2 
(n -  1) (n -  1) 2 (n -  1) (n -  1)-' 
~ u'- < e (u)  + ~ uu  r "Jr- - -  
+ 2r uu, + 8r 2 -- 2r 8r-" 
because q >- 0. In order to simplify the notation, let us call 
(n-l) (n-l)-" ( (n - - l ) )  
F._ = e(u) + 2--~ uu, + 8r--------7---  +-- u, + ~ u u,; 
//2. 
u-, (2.15) 
consequently by (2.15) we have that F._(t) >- O. Let T > 0 and consider A(T) written as in 
(2.14). Integration in space gives us 
fR,,A(T) d-r~ = f~ (1 - g)e(u) rdX + fr~.g F+(T) dx 
(n 1) dx + dx 
+ - - -7  " , : r  8 • r-' ,=r 
(2.16) 
Since F÷(T) is non-negative, then it follows that 
fR A(T) dx >- O. 
n 
(2.17) 
Similarly, the expression A given in Lemma 2.2 can be written as 
. {x(.47.,- I) ~/ A = (1 + g)e(u) - gF_ + oiv t gu" 
gu"(n - l)(n - 3) 
8r-" 
g'u2(n - 1) 
4r 
(2.18) 
Consider A(0) and integrate (2.18) in space to obtain 
fR A(O) cLr = f~ (1 + g)e(u) ,=odX - freg F- (O) dx 
8 JR" r- [,=o 
(n - 1) g 'u '  
dx. (2.19) 
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Since F_(0) is non-negative, q ~ 0 and n >- 3 then (2 .19)  implies that 
l -A (0)4r -<(  (l + g)e~u) dx = C. 12.20) 
JR  J R "  " t = i) 
where C is a positive constant which depends only on the initial data at time t = 0 and 
q(.r, 0). 
Now we use Lemma 2.2. Integration in the whole space of identity (2.4) gives us 
d f A(t) 4r + f O(t)4v=O. (2.21) 
dt . . . .  
In case n = 3 we have in (2.21) an additional term which is 2~vg(0)u-'10, t). Next. we integrate 
(2.2l) from t = 0 to t = T to obtain 
fvA(T) d.r+ffdtf~,.D(t)4v=f,,A(O)d-r. (2.22) 
By using (2.17) and (2.20) we obtain from (2.22) that 
dt D(t) 4r -< const = C. (2.23) 
Since each term in D(t) is non-negative because of our assumptions on q we get from 
(2.23) that 
dt g'e(u) dx -< dt Dtt) d_r <- C. 
rl<_R ) " 
Therefore, since g'  is decreasing and g'(R) ~ 0 we obtain 
dt e(u) d.v = Ee[u] dt <- C/g'(R~. (2.24} 
¢!<-R 
Letting T ~ + :¢ we obtain from (2.24) the desired result. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
Let q = q(x, t) >- 0 be a smooth function such that 
(n - 1)(n - 3) 
q, + c~q, <-- a 
2r 3 
for some 0 < a < 1, all Ix] = r > 0 and t E R. Let q be chosen such that if u is a solution 
of (1.1) with initial data in C~(R") at time t = 0 then u has finite energy, and the total 
energy 
1 f~ [u~ + ]grad ul: ~ qu 2] dv E~(t) = -~ ,, 
is bounded for all t >- 0. In fact. EAt)  <- C~E~(O) for all t -> 0 where C, is a non-negative 
constant depending only on a. 
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Proof. Let us choose g(r) - a. By proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 then (2.20) 
reads 
and (2.16) reads 
; A(T) d . r>- ( I , ,  - (x) f~ e(u)[,, ,=rdr  = (1 -  cz)E~(t). 
Since D(t) >- 0 then (2.22) and the above inequalities imply that 
Consequently 
( l -e~)E~(t )<_ f  A(T) d.v<_f A(O) d . r < ( l ,  o -,-c()E~(0). 
1 "-~x] 
E.(T) <-- \ 1 - o~/ E~(O) 
for all T > 0, which proves the lemma. 
Remarks, (1) In the particular case in which q E C" has compact support in .r lbr each t 
contained in a fixed ball {Ix I -< R} and it is bounded in t, then Lemma 2.3 implies Lemma 2.4. 
In fact, since u satisfies (1. I), let us multiply (1.1) by u, and integrate in space to obtain 
2--  E~(t) = (qu:) - 2quu, dr. 
dt ~ <e 
(2.25) 
Integration of (2.25) from t = 0 to t = T gives us 
2E~(T) = 2E~(0) + f [q(x, T)u2(x, T) - q(x, 0)u-'(x, 0)l d.v 
quu, d.r. (2.26) 
Let us denote by Ilqll~ = sup q(x, t). By using Schwartz's inequality we obtain that 
.ri'S--R 
tER  
f quu, d_v -< 2[Iq[[L'-ER(t); 
x <-R 
thus from (2.26) we deduce that 
f fT 2E~(T) -< 2E:d0) + 2ER(T) + q(x. 0)u:(x, 0) &r + 4:iq[!:: ER(t) dr. (2.27) 
r~R 
Since u is smooth then ER(t) <-- C for all t -> 0. Using Lemma 2.3 we conclude from (2.27) 
that E~(T) is bounded for all T > 0. 
Furthermore, by observing that the constant C which appears on the right-hand side of 
t2.20) is less than or equal to 2E~(0) and ERIT) < CReE~(O) (see also [6]): then it follows from 
{2.27) that E~(T) <- CE~(O) where C depends only on R (and q). 
CA.~I2  : 4 /5 -G  
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(2) We give a couple of simple examples (in case n = 3) of functions q satisfying the 
assumptions of Lemma 2.4. (a) Let d~ = +(r) ¢ C ~ such that cx+' -< ¢, for some 0 < a < 1: 
then q( r ,  t )  = ~b( r )e - '  satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.4. (b) Let ¢, : R' --, R ~ be a smooth 
function decreasing and such that d~(0) = 1. Suppose that d~(s) = 0 for all s -> m > 0. Let 
0 < e~ < 1 and consider q( r .  t)  = d j ( r  - e~/2t) :  then q satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 
2.4. 
3. THE EXISTENCE OF THE SCATTERING OPERATOR 
Our goal in this section is to prove the existence of the scattering operator S associated 
with Eq. (I. 1) under suitable assumptions on q{x. t). Basically, these assumptions will be I l) 
q : R" x R ---+ R, q -> 0, and smooth. (2) q has compact support in x contained in a fixed ball 
{txl -< R} for each t. (3) The local energy is integrable on [0, :,:). Furthermore. we shall prove 
some properties of the scattering operator. 
As before, let Uo(t)  be the group of unitary operators on H,, associated with the free-wave 
equation. For each s --- 0 let us consider the pair 
w(t) = ("w~(t)] 
\w: ( t ) /  
defined as 
I (u(s ) '  
Uo(t - s) \u~(sl) i f t  --> s, 
w(t) = 
l (u ( t )  ) [ , \u, ( t ) /  i f0 -<t -<s .  
13.1; 
where u denotes the solution of (1.1) with Ci~(R") initial data at t = 0. We shall always assume 
that the space dimension  is odd -> 3. 
LEMMA 3.1 
Let q : R" x R ~ R be a smooth function, q -> 0. Assume that q has compact support 
in x, contained in a fixed ball {Ixl -< R} for each t. Let u be a solution of the wave equation 
(1.1) with initial data C;'(R"). Let s -> 0 and w be defined as in (3.1): then the first component 
of w vanishes in the set 
r ={(x. tl. I x l<- t -  2s -R .  t>-2s +R}. 
Proof .  Here, we assume (to simplify the notation) that the initial data of u at time t = 0 
has support contained in the ball {Ix] -< R}. Consider Fig. 1. First, we claim that the first 
component of w is a solution of the free-wave equation m R" × (0, x) except in the set 
(s) = {(x, t), Ix I -< R, 0 --< t -< s}. This is clear becaus'e the support of q is contained in the 
ball {Ix[ ~ R}. Hence, the first component of w satisfies the free-wave equation in the set 
A t U B t. If t > s by definition, the first component of w satisfies the flee-wave quation. Now 
by the domain of influence argument of Huygens" principle, it follows that the first component 
of w vanishes in the set r .  
LEMMA 3.2 
Let q : R" x R ~ R with the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 and let u be a solution of II.1 
with C~(R") initial data at t = 0. For each s -> 0 let us define the pair 
(u(t)  ] (u (s ) ]  
v~(t) = \u , ( t ) /  - U° ( t  - s) \u~Is ) /  
for t -> s -> 0. Then we have the following. 
AI 
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Fig. I. 
(a) Let 0 --- s <-- ~, then for each t such that s -< ~ < t we have 
v~(t) = v~(t) + Uo(t - ~)v~(g). 
(b) The first component of v~(t) has support in the set 
{(x. t), Ixl -< t - s + R, t -> s}. 
(c) The first component of v,(t) is a solution of (1 . l )  in the set 
{(x, t), Ixl ---< t - 2s - R, t -> 2s + R}. 
Proof. (a) By using the definition of v,(t) and the properties of the group Uo(t) we obtain 
[ u(~) ] 
v~(t) = (u ( t ) )  _ Uo( t _ S)~u,('g)/ 
\u , ( t ) /  
/ \  _ /u ( -~) \  . (u (s ) '~  { . ( s ) \  
= [U( t ) ]  __ Uo( , -  S) lu,(~ )1 \ /  + Uo( , -  "s )Uo(s -  S)|u,(s)J\/ - Uo( , -  S)[u,(s)J\/ 
\u , ( t ) /  
/ .(s) '~ 
- __  ("(" t s,( "`s' i -  ,,o(,- 
\u , ( t ) /  - Uo( t -  ku,(s) /
= vs(t) - Uo(t - "g)u,(~). 
(b) v,(t) has zero initial data at time t = s and it is a solution of [Tv,(t) = 0 outside the support 
of q; thus it fol lows that the support of vs(t) is contained in the set {(x, t), ]xl -< t - s + R, 
t -- s}. (c) If t --> 2s + R we know by Lemma 3.1 that 
. { .(s) \ 
UoU - s,~,,,,(s) ) 
vanishes for Ix[ -< t - 2s - R. Thus 
u(t) 
u,(t) = \u , ( t ) /  
in that set. 
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LEM.LlA 3.3 
Let q = C/(X. r) : R” X R - R with ail of the assumptions of Lemmas 1.3 and 3. I. Let 
u be a solution of ( I. 1) with CX(R”) initial data at time t = 0: then there exists f_ E H,, such 
that 
Proof. Let T 2 R and let us define T” = T + JR. Bv part (b) of Lemma 3.2 we know I 
that u,-(T*) has support in the ball (1.~1 5 97): thus 
where we denote by 
By the standard energy inequality for free solutions of the wave equation we know that 
By Lemma 2.3 we also have that 
lim E,, = 0. 
T-. -7. 
Consequently. there exists a sequence {T,};_, such that T, < T2 < ... and 
lim EqR = 0 
/-x 
We could assume without loss of generality that T, _ , 2 T, - 1R. 
Thus, from (3.2), (3.3) and the above remarks we conclude that 
asj+ +r. 
By the remark after Lemma 2.4 we know that there exists a positive constant C such that 
(3.3, 
(3.4) 
IluT,(~)llH,, = E,(u,,(r)) 5 CE,(uT (T, f 
for all t 2 T, + 4R. Thus, from (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain that 
lim sup Ilu,(t)llH, = 0. 
/-= rrr,-JR 
We claim that the sequence {n;(t)};=, given by 
JR)) (3.5) 
(3.6) 
n;(r) = L’,(t - T,) 
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is a Cauchy sequence in H0. In fact, we have for j > k, 
Uo(t F I ,,(L) ~ / ,,(T,.) NII IIw,(n- = - -  0,T, - ) 
Ho 
[ u(T~) \ ", 
: ( "< ' )  -Uo<-  \u,(T,)/ 
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= t[Ur<(Tj)ltH,,' , 0 as k , j  ) +zc 
because of (3.6). In particular, the sequence {ws(0)}i% t converges in H0, 
Let us denote by lim wj(0) = f_ .  To conclude the proof of the lemma let t -> Tj + 4R; 
)-_,,: 
then observe that 
u(t) ] 
u,(t)/ - U°(t)f* n,, 
( " (L )  \ ("'"t - - >(<' t  - - Tfltu,(r,) ) \u,(t)/ \<(T j ) / I I . ,  , 
- U°(t)f* Ho = Ilvr,(t)llH,, + Ilw/O) - f-Nu,, > 0 as j 
which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4 
Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.3, let fL ,  f'-_ ~ C~(R'); then there exists a 
solution u of (1.1) such that 
t,(t) l - Uo(t)f _ H, 
U/t)~ 
) 0 as / ) - - : z  
where 
Proof. Let Rt > 0 such that supp fL  tO supp f~ is contained in the ball {ix[ -< R~}. We 
could assume without loss of generality that Rt -> R. Let us consider the solution of the free- 
wave equation Uo(t)f_. The support of Uo(t)f_ intersected with the set {(x, t), Ixl -< Itl - R~} 
is empty because of the Huygens' principle. Consequently, Uo(t)f_ vanishes in the set {(x, t), 
t -< -2R , ,  Ix] -< R~}, which contains the support of q. It follows that Uo(t)f_ is a solution of 
(I.1) for - :~  < t --< 2R~. Since the Cauchy problem for Eq. (1.I) is well posed for all time, 
then Uo(t)f -  can be extended to a solution u of (l. 1) for all time. In particular, 
= (u(t) I 
Uo(t)f _ \u , ( t ) /  
for all t --< -2R~. so the conclusion of the lemma holds 
THEOREM 3.5 
Let q : P,," × R ---+ R (n = odd --> 3) satisfying the following assumptions. (1) q is smooth, 
q -> 0. (2) For each t, q(x, t) has compact support in x, contained in a fixed ball {Ixi -< R}. 
(3) Let us fix a radial smooth funcnon g = g(lx[) such that g > 0, g"-< 0 and 
0 <- rg' -< g < a < 1 for some 0 < a < 1 and all r = Ixl ¢ 0. Choose g such that g'(R) # 0, 
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S 
q, + Zg’q + gq, 5 - - g’ 
i ) (n - I)()2 - 3) (n - 1) r 3’ - ---g” ?r 
for all r = 1x1 > 0 and t E R. Then, for all f _ E If,, there exists a unique solution II of (1.1) 
and a unique element f+ E H0 such that 
IPO(~)ff - IdaL,, - 0 ast - 5x. 
Proob Let f- E H,; then there exists a sequence {f’!}:,=, , f”_ E C;(R”) such that f’: + f_ 
as M ---, +m. By Lemma 3.4, for each m there exists u’“. a solution of (1.1). such that 
We claim that 
is a Cauchy sequence; in fact, 
For fixed m, k let s --, - 2 in (3.7); then 
Therefore, 
Letting m, k + =, the claim is proved. Thus 
(::,i - i:;j 
in energy norm. Thus u is also a solution of ( 1. I) and 
(3.8) 
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Now we can prove the first part of the lemma; in fact, 
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as tn - x and s + - x because of (3.8). This proves the first part of the lemma. By Lemma 
3.3. there exists f’l E H,, such that 
We claim that {f’:},:I_, is a Cauchy sequence. In fact, 
Letting t -z % and then tn. k --, x, we prove the claim. Thus {f:}:=, converges. Let us denote 
by f + = lim f’: Let us observe that 
/-X 
Let tn - + 3~ in (3. IO) and then t --$ +x, we have 
I!(;;,;;) - Uo(f)f- jIbi - 0 as r - +z. 
It remains to prove the uniqueness of II and f, . Let us suppose that there exists another pair 
u and g + coming from the same f _ ; then 
+ I!($:) - ~~(s).f-ll~,,- 0 ass- --x. (3.11) 
By the energy boundedness (see Remark (1) after Lemma 2.4) we have 
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for all t >- s. which together with (3.11) implies that u -= u. Similarly 
IIf- - g-II~,., = I/Uo(t)f. - UO(t)g-IIH, <<_ ( t t ( t ) )  - go(t)g - 
\t~:lt) H 
-.- ( t,(t) ] -U ,~( t ) f  _ 
\t~,(t)/ 
H 
~ 0 as t -  ~, +:c. 
Thus f_  = g_ ,  which proves the theorem. 
Now, given q as in Theorem 3.5 and f_  ¢ H0. let us define the scattering operator 
associated with Eq. (1.1) as the map S : Ho ---, H~ given by 
S( f _  ) = f _ .  
S 
f _  ~f_  
9._~ / /9 . :  I" 
tl ,  
We have the following diagram: 
where the operators f~_ and f~-t have been implicitly constructed in the proof of Theorem 
3.5. 
THEOREM 3.6 
The scattering operator S we defined above is linear, bounded and one-to-one. 
Proof. It is clear that S is linear because the whole process of solving the Cauchy problem 
at -~c (or +:c) is linear. 
Let us show that f~;t and f~_ are bounded operators. In fact. for any s ~ R and t -> s, 
\ , , , ( s ) / l l , ,  ' -: Irf-HH,, = [ IUo( t ) f+ l [ . , -  \u~(t ) /  - U,~(t)f+ + \z~'{t)ll,,, 
-- \tt~(t)/  -- Uo( t ) f -  + 'u'(s)/llu,~ (3.12) 
Letting t ----, + :~ in (3.11) we conclude that f~ 2 ~ is a bounded operator. Similarly 
[l l~-(f-) l In" = u,(s) H,,- \.,(S). - - . ,  ÷ IIN-IIH,- 
Letting s --~ - ~c we conclude that f~_ is a bounded operator. Thus S is bounded. It remains 
to prove that S is one-to-one. It is enough to prove that P._ and f~ :~ are one-to-one. In fact. 
suppose that f't ( f _ )  = f~_(g_),  f _ ,  g_ ~H,~. Then 
IIf- - N-IIH,, -~ iiUo(s)f_ - Uo(s)g-ll ~ ; '~f i -( f -t  - C,)(s)f i!H. 
- - i in - ( .~- ) -  U.,(s~g-il. :' 0 as  S :' - - :¢ .  
Thus f_  = ,g,_. Similarly ~ :t is one-to-one. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark.  A simple variation in the proof of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 would prove the 
lbllowing result: Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.3. let )'~.. f-'_ E C,~(A"): then there exists 
where 
For such 11 there exists f- E Ho such that 
The above results combined with the techniques given in the proof of Theorem 3.5 show that 
the scattering operator is surjective. 
-1. .APPLICATIOS 
In this section we will discuss an inverse problem associated with Eq. ( 1.1) in the important 
physical case n = 3. Let us assume that q = q(x. f) satisfies all of the assumptions in the last 
section, so that the scattering operator 5 = S(q) exists. This means that we can solve “the 
Cauchy problem at r = --3c,” i.e. 
Lf = If _ - R(t - s)*qu ds. (1.1) 
Also, we can solve “the Cauchy problem at f = +x.” i.e. 
-z 
If = If_ - J R(t - .s)*qu ds. (4.2) ,
where II; = [f.JJt)f; I,. R(.r. 1) denotes the Riemann function associated with the free-wa\-e 
equation. and * denotes spatial convolution. 
In terms of the scatterins operator S(q) we can write (1.2)-(1.2) as 
L [(s(q) - I)U,,(f)f_], = 
I 
R(r - s):yqu ds. (1.3) 
-z 
where [ 1, denotes the first component of the pair (S - I)U,,(r)f_ 
Let 4 : R’ x R - R such that y 2 0. cl, 5 0 and there exists 0 < CI < I such that 
q, + aq, 5 0. Let II be a smooth solution of Eq. ( I. I ). Then. for any .r E R”. r E R we have 
Proof. Let us multiply ( I. I ) by II: to obtain the identity 
(I.41 
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where e(u) = ½[a~ + Igrad ul-" -'- qu'] .  Let us fix x ~ R ~ and t ~ R. Suppose for simplicity 
that t > 0. Let T such that r -> t. We consider the truncated cone with vertex at (.r, t): 
Kr = {(y.s) .  [y - x I <- s - t. t <- s <- T}. 
Integration of (4.4) on kr and use of the divergence theorem gives us 
where 
[e(,O - u~u,] dS --< V2  e(u) cry. (4.5) 
r 
chT={(y.s),b,-.d =s-t . t -<s<T}.  
BT = {(y ,  T) ,  i:' - x[ <- T - t}. 
Since q -> 0 it then follows from (4.5) and Lemma 2.4 that 
fc- qt,:dS<_Vsf~ e(u) d_v<~/~_f.~ 
hf  r 
e(u) d.r <- C. (4.6) 
Letting T---+ + :c in (4.6) we deduce the conclusion of the lemma. 
Let F : R 3 x R --+ R be a continuous function such that 
£1YI -'FC'~+ ,+b. I )  d , .<+ y, 3¢ 3 
We define the operator L by 
LF(x , t )  = ( [yl-'F(x + >,). t + [yl) dv 
1 
for any x ~ R 3, t ~ R- .  Let us define the auxiliary norms 
A(q) = f~, l[q(Y. ")[[L',~, dy, 
B(q) = sup ( ly[-Zllq(x + v, ")[[L',~, dr .  
r J .~ < 
( j ) :  D(q) = sup I[q:(x + y , -  )He',R, dy 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
LEMMA 4.2. 
Let q : R 3 x R --+ P,, satisfying all of the assumptions of Lemma 4. t and u be a smooth 
solution of(1.1) .  I fA(q)  < +:¢ and B(q) < +:c,  then 
sup !L(qu)Cr, t)l <-- C[Atq) + B(q)] ~ :. 
r~R ~ 
Proof. Let F = qu; then using Holder's inequality and Lemma 4.1 we obtain for any 
x~ R 3, t ->0that  
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)l:(,, ): 
lyt-2 q¢.r + y, t + lyl) dt (qu)'-(x + y), t + lY'I) dy 
3 
(f ) (f f )  <-- C ]yl-'-q(x + y, t + 153 dy = C + <- C(A(q) + B(q)) '2. y]--z-I y!-I 
Similar estimates hold for the case t -< 0. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3 
Let q and u as in Lemma 4.2. Additionally, assume that D(q) < + zc; then 
sup ]L(qL(qu))(x, t)l --< C[A(q) + B(q)]tZ[A(q) + D(q)]. 
.r~R 3 
tER  
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(4.9) 
Proof. Clearly, by Lemma 4.2 we have 
IL(qL(qu))(x, t)l -< C[A(q) + B(q)]"'- JR( 
Since 
f lzl-'q(x 
[zl-'q(x + z. t + Izl)dz. (4.10) 
which together with (4.10) proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4 
Let F = F(x, t) be a continuous function such that 
f~ R(t - s)*(Fw)ds = 0 (4.11) 
for all x E R 3, t E 1~ and for all solutions w of the free-wave quation. Then F = 0. 
Proof. Let (Y0, to) ~ R" x R. Foreach e > 0 let us consider w' = w'(y, s) as the solution 
of the problem 
f-lw' = 0 in R 3 X R,  
w'(y, to) = O, 
w~(y, to) = O,(y - Yo), 
where {0,} is the standard elta-Dirac function, i.e. tt,,(y - Yo)'-+ 8(yo), ,b, ~ Ca, ~, -> 0, 
sup+.  -< {ly - yol -< ~}andfR, O, dy = 1. Let uschoosex = yoandt  = to + 2e;thus(4.11) 
reads 
,,,3, : f F(y, s) w'(y, s) dS, = 0 (4.12) 
ds f7 - yol 
o~ y -vn l=2~-s÷t  o 
+ z , t  + ]z[)dz = f:,<_, + f:,<_, <-k(q)+ f:F <-, Iz]-'q(x + z , t  + ]z])dz 
<-- A(N) + Izl--' dz q-'(x + -, t --r I-I) dz 
:t---I :W-I 
<--A(q) + CD(q), 
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because of Huygens" principle. From (4.12) we deduce that 
j '~,-3, _" f w~(y. s) F(.v0, to) ds a , dS, 
ff ,,-3~ "_ ( F (y ,  s) - F(yo, to) ~t.~ ( v. s) dS, (4.13) = - ds lv - v~,i " , ' , -~  2 . , - ' , j  = 2 ~ - , - t  ; .  . 
Next we use the continuity of F: given e~ > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that IF(y, s) - F(y~j. 
6)1 < e~ if ](y. s) - (v), t,0i < 8. Let us choose e > 0 such that 2e < 8. Therefore it follows 
from (4.13) that 
]F(yo, to)i ds 
w'(y, s) 
: _ , - ,  .... I;' - :o [  
£ 3~ : .... f w'(y, s )  dS,. (4.14) -< et ds  lY - )col 
2 - r , ,  ~ - x ,}  = 2e  - .~ - t , )  
• v ! Because of our choice of w ~ the integral r 3~ 2 .... ds f .... ,, =:,-  ..... w~( v, s)/iY - . 01 dS, is strictly 
positive: therefore it follows from (4.14) that If(v0, t0)l < <. Since e~ > 0 was arb i t ra l ,  we 
conclude the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 4.5 
Let q~, q: : p3 x R---+ P-, satisfy all the assumptions of Theorem 3.5. Assume that Oq~/ 
Ot <- 0 and Oq:/Ot <- O. Let S(q~) and S(q:)  be the scattering operators associated with equation 
[~u + ~.q~u = 0 and UI.,u + Xq,_v = 0 respectively. Suppose that S(q~) = S(q,): then i f0  < h. 
is sufficiently small we have q~ ~ q:. 
Pro@ We know [by (4.3)] that S(q~) and S(q:) satisfy 
f 
~ 
[(S(ql) - l)Uo(t)f_]E = ~ R(t - s)*qauds, 
[ (S (q : ) ( - l )Uo( t ) f - ] l  = X R(t - s)*q,_v ds. 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
By subtracting (4.15) from (4.16) we obtain the identity 
f i  R(t - s)*[q,u - q_,v] ds = 0. (4.17) 
Using (4.2) and (4.17) we obtain 
. ° 
J~  R( t - s ) * (q l -qz )u+ds= k J  ~ R( t - s ) * [q lL (q iu ) -qzL (q , . c ) lds  
= ~,[L(qiL(q~u)) - L(qzL(q,c')]. 
Now we use Lemma 4.3 to conclude that 
f~  R(t - s)*(ql - q-) u_ ds <--k[L(qiL(q~u))  - iL lq ,_Ltq:v)! ]  
<-- ~.C[A(q[) -- B(q~)] L :[,4(ql) + D(ql)]  
- )~C[ ,4 (q : )  ~- B(q : ) l '  : [A tq : )  -.- D(q . ) ] .  (4.18) 
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Let t ing  ~. ---, 0 in (4 .18)  we then deduce  that f~_~ R(t  - s)*(q~ - qz)tt_ ds = 0. F ina l ly ,  us ing  
Lemma 4 .4  with F = (q~ - q : ) ,  w = u_ ,  w.e have  proved  that q, -= q,_, v~hich proves  the 
theorem.  
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